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Part 1 
 
future sometime, so you must love kids and 
love to be around family. A total must! Please 
bear elk and squirrel of the forest listen music  
some could see it coming. Okay: what’s up you two? Go ahead: 
cry; his head’s still  turning. 
Alexandrovitch, her husband. "I know you  
breeches?" said one of them, pointing to 
Vassenka Veslovsky sitting in a side saddle. Ha 
ha ha you can take my horse for a ride  
ha ha honey, things are going to be different for awhile because 
Mama is sick. 
anything with oneself. Touch me. And hearing 
that voice, he went into the corner where stood 
his two read and write and math I love  
Excuse me. This is a mistake. 
brother left a letter and a note for you. Wait it's 
raining and wet out  
shut up - you don’t know anything.  
smile, turning to Stephan Arkadyevitch; 
"there's positively no dealing with him.  
It’s what you wanted, what you came for. 
I was on laying on the wet floor licking spilled 
chili What was I thinking of? 
down and leaning his elbows on the back of his 
chair in a position of the interests food is that 
all you think of?  
She doesn’t have to say it. I know it. 



But you must understand, there are two 
women; one insists only on her rights, and then 
her the other one is a vegetarian you have so 
many shoes but just two feet eh?  
You didn’t hurt my feelings. It’s not too late. 
solemnly, moving his forefinger upwards from 
this diamond ring and heavy gold brush 
combing their hair like lambs to the slaughter. 
like gentlemen. His excellency's asking too 
much for the forest. I can't make both ends 
watch me wave my arms very fast again  
Hold on - I talk like everybody else. 
conscious that she herself had grown 
handsomer and that Dolly's eyes were telling 
her even if your hair is in a bun I know what you 
plan to do and you can't do it he's mine all mine.  
enthusiasm 
like lambs to the slaughter 
met Vronsky at the railway station." "Oh, was 
your trip pleasant?  
Hold on - I talk like everybody else 
love to work up a sweat at the gym with you. I 
am into going to the gym 5-7 days a week skin 
flaps fight light skin flaps fight light  
self-control 
There is plenty of room for us to put up here for the night. 
water. He's a hero, in fact," said Anna, smiling 
took the brush from where am I taking? 
discomfort to himself. "You must knock it 
down a bit, prince. It would be too bad. The  
Who will help me plant the wheat? 
the point of saying what she was thinking, that 
is, that Dolly had got thinner. But, skin flaps 
fight light skin flaps fight light green hair  
- but - that’s what cancer is. 
he had sold Vronsky. "Stop!" cried Petritsky 



get off the train now!  
Where am I taking? 
are agreed about it, the details and formalities 
become a matter of no application post 
driveway luggage grass onions mushrooms  
Is that all there is to it Buddy? 
I graduated from Portland State University in 
Spring of 2003 and obtained a Bachelor of 
degree ok you maybe need one too. But that’s 
What cancer is 
"However often you see her, every day she's 
different. It's only the French who can do 
almost anything in August when weather is hot 
you Harry blonde toothbrush  
You’re interested - I can tell 
Alexandrovitch said nothing, and therefore the 
lawyer went on: "The most usual and lift your 
shirt with bags under your arms in the rain 
smell  
We’ve gone too far. We should just wait. 
0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-o-
o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o 
I guess so. I don’t know. 
suppressed triumph that he announced that 
the buckwheat had been scorched. Levin was 
Lenin just for this story not in real life.  
Well, we cook the food the white people eat. 
do not write if you are married, do any kind of 
drug or are just looking to get laid... I am a 
single new wife in your city and look for clean 
teeth   
faith 
Maybe we should just forget about it.   
I am a single new wife in your city and look for 
clean teeth   
faith 



You haven’t even tried. 
 
don't believe there was any tragedy about it. 
And this is why. To my mind, love both the 
person and the walkways of the neighborhood 
sidewalks roads paths hay fields   
You might not come back. 
perturbed that he did not brush immediately 
comprehend all the good sense of adultery by 
the train compartment with four other Dutch 
people. One berth was empty.  
This is not like homework, child. 
And I should be so glade traveled yesterday 
with Vronsky's mother," she went on; "and his 
mother and her mother their mother's mother  
you're frightened mother, panic-stricken 
mothers, and all of a sudden you wake up and 
all the horrors are so no now what?  
I’ve been thinking and thinking about them and I can’t stop. 
That's just the question!" said Petritsky  
the machine scorched the past, I've warned the 
walls 
know the non-platonic love have no need to talk 
of tragedy. In such love there can be no 
friendship  
thunder was just Your wonderful shiv.  
though he would say: "Oh, yes, we know your 
sparkling white smile  
miles from Peterhof, and to bring him some 
hot herbal tea before bed   
Your wife gets older, while you're full of life. 
Before you've time to look round, you feel  
his uncertainty came to her favorite team  
 
gedelde courage circumflex nationwide beacon 



critique criminal 
lying on the beach just laying there, I hope I am 
a girl named odd brucellosis bois dominique 
relevant floss 
generous, spontaneous, sweet, and totally fun-
loving. I love to emasculate 
brine-soaked Ku distance circle 
the gathering place of the fashionable world 
forgotten really. Or was it a dream? Wait a bit, 
wait a bit! But what's the use of getting  
Vronsky, homo illiteratus, at the last half word of  
conclusively but yourself in the process of  
physiotherapy botanic swells barrow diagnose 
competitive greatness 
Kitty about the two hundred rubles. For some 
reason it was disagreeable to her to God damn 
bad!  
Frames blackened by smoke 
But to deny the facts is no answer. What's to be 
done--you tell me that, what's to be done?  
his head reduced to  
seen whittle deferent emulate brytan lifestyle 
enthusiasm ambition habit kept in a part of the ruins 
because I am working on getting in best shape 
of my life and would love someone that  
greater than than their inventive powers 
which isn't possible for you." This the things 
said to him, but another voice in his heart was  
in a rage. If you'd drunk four bottles  
out of that vast gay electric voltage  
polyglot polemic potpourri pop 
perth dividend henbane bibb Call Ling Feel to 
France specifically Borée via North America on 
United Airlines. involved in buying and selling 



 
Carl changed his name to Germany drawn by 
the many spinning skirts the hard on with 
France and savvy travelers save millions of 
dollars in euros every August as they avoid 
paying the toll on long road trips back and 
forth between Paris and the centers of other 
European cities the Baltic Beaches undo sun 
bathing nude ocean going fish windmills look. 
More than mere spectators 
Ieee the famous writer Joseph Conrad whose 
yogic electrical negativity repelled 17 word and 
expressions of interest and self-promotion 
even after death handled through his agent 
Jozef Teodor Nalecz Korzeniowski book fetish  
The stupor of 
England in the sand devoted to "the Hawaiian 
Pizza". 
Raised on Anjou pears he had done something 
extraordinary when he honesty skill  
For propaganda purposes 
Here something somewhere about." "Come, 
enough success  
with esoteric allegories 
That mist which covers everything in that  
her lips   
Wink Wink... Nudge Nudge... 
come let’s go for a drive in my car  
an uncertain future because they lack 
importance. And at the same time this is the 
simplest and most certain method." Alexey  
following: adultery of one of the married 
parties, and the detection in the fact of the  
in the complete absence of 
through it? How I should like to know all her 



industry deliberately spreading absurd falsehoods 
0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0--
0--0--0--0--0--0--0--0--0--0--0--0--0 
sorts of love, which you remember Plato 
defines in his Banquet, served as the test of  
Science in Public Health Education. Like most 
people that graduate with a degree, I have  
away. Are you him? 
:).........................................  
quaint spire soufflé Bettie I love you Om........ 
Om......... Om........... 
old age and for that reason 
 well-thumbed Dmitrievitch," will not respond 
to your wheat, rapidly dies down, deprived, live in a 
wagon getting cold.  
Because of the elaborate ritual 
getting in the best shape of my life- it's 
important to me that you be supportive of your 
position. get up take up your bed and sleep no 
more but have breakfast and go unto your place 
of work and await my orders. Yes Sir!  
I have the dread now for a long killing But I 
should not buy the forest too.  
comrades were at once aware that he was 
raised on Anjou pears Have another Pear  
odd bits of stone, close to the dust-hole 
integrity 
having all the cracked panes 
Daddy these are the best damned Pears I've 
ever tasted  
William save some for our little boy Karl  
exhume gums on us! and everything team spirit  
shoving sleep at the sun.  
imagine that to you this is comprehensible." 
make him laugh and grow fun can her so,  



 
she sighed and began to speak about herself. 
"You are looking at me," she say,  
 store pay all-reaching fey character 
these heterogenous examples 
All men and women children down to the river 
and board the boats weary despair. Lenin half 
smiled. "Yes, you're done for," resumed 
Oblonsky. "But what's to  
when it is dark and late 
newspapers in the mornings behind the glass 
door, to the edification of the passersby,  
that which refutes such stories 
Then they both follow the boy around (they are 
dead) shuffling after him holding Anjou Pears 
before them saying loudly moaning give him a 
pear Have another pear and such as free scathing 
answers to the severest critics  
recollecting the two hundred ruble cough  
sold by weight for ready cash cough don't spit on them 
wear your drool cup in the high snowy 
Himalayas  
You are probably this girl coming up floating 
bodies while beating the conversation: "How's 
my roan? is he looking out of the window?"  
in the general wave of fast living 
gossiped about it all.  
towards heroic art their assumption 
tananarive absorbent slumber couldn't sub 
rosa 
their organized asemblies next to an ancient tomb 
to give up all his property to his brother, that 
I've given directions never to have been 
revealed that is my agreement with you no 
better put my demand that if Mom and  
 



Dad insist upon my word pea consumption 
pear day and night I shall seek a new bedroom 
far from their usual haunts of these my pear 
providers my very own parents (dead) I think 
it's going to rain.  
 
Part 2 
 
lack of afflicted ok I'm ruined  
beat down mercilessly  
not going there 
 
must not fall under the choke pants   
haggling Lenin, laying face up this past winter  
in rivers of blood and out-gassing  
first a breeze then a mighty wind  
 
her affection abandoned his pants  
0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o- 
everlasting dissatisfaction for nothing  
 
splendid wet  rose-podded chamber 
you're not going to get that spark  
that onus moan  
 
health conscious? I would definitely  
 
Betsy without the oral mountains  
in the woods with dark gratification  
like mist on money  
 
noiselessly I motivate and vice versa  
 
a toothbrush can be the weapon  
 
her breasts can make me laugh  
"Oh, moralist!  
 
it's the little things in donuts on his bed, a happiness for which 
he had hundreds of times put down the dumbbells  
 
a large last act sprinkle in silence, with a smile 
 
Lenin is growing narrower and narrower  
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